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Instructions to Candidates 

1. Time allowed is three (3) hours. 

2. Total: 100 Marks 

3. Answer all questions. 

4. The answers should be given in English Language. 
 

Subject Subject Code 

Business English II (BE II / SK 2- 205) 
 

 

Question No.1 (15 Marks) 

 

Change the following statements to (a) questions about the subject (b) questions about the object 

and write them in your answer booklet. (An example is shown below). 

 

The Minister welcomed the foreign delegation. 

a. Who welcomed the foreign delegation? 

b. What did the Minister welcome? 
 

(a) The architect will plan the new building.  
 

(b) The floods damaged many houses. 
 

(c) The factory staff has gone on strike. 
 

(d) The teacher should teach us a new lesson today. 
 

(e) The principal wanted to buy a new car.  
 

(f) The chair person ordered new furniture for his office.  
 

(g) The new engine started giving trouble. 
 

(h) The audit finished their inspection. 
 

(i) The children wanted to play cricket.  
 

(j) The cashier bundled the Rs.1,000/- notes.  

 

(10 × 1 ½ Marks = Total 15 Marks) 
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Question No.2 (05 Marks) 

 

Write the following passage in your answer booklet using the correct prepositions and 

conjunctions to fill the gaps. You may use the required words from the list given below. (There 

are more words than you need). 
 

Paper is different [1]……….. other waste produce [2]……….. it comes from a sustainable 

resource: trees. [3]……….. the minerals and oil used to make plastics and metals, trees are 

replaceable. Paper is also biodegradable, [4]……….. it does not pose as much threat to the 

environment when it is discarded. [5] ……….. 45 out of every 100 tones of wood fiber used to 

make paper in Australia comes from waste paper; the rest comes directly from virgin fiber, from 

forests and plantations. [6] ……….. world standards this is a good performance [7] ……….. the 

world-wide average is 33% waste paper. 

 

Governments have encouraged waste paper collection and sorting schemes and [8] ……….. the 

same time, the paper industry has responded by developing new recycling technologies that have 

paved the way [9] ……….. even greater utilization of used fiber.  As a result, industry’s use of 

recycled fibers is expected to increase at twice the rate of virgin fiber [10] ……….. the coming 

years.    

 

while for by because from at 

over so since unlike of to 
 

(10 × ½ Marks = Total 05 Marks) 
 

Question No.3 (10 Marks) 
 

Write the number of the most suitable tense form for the following sentences in your answer 

booklet by selecting from the list given below. An example is done for you. 
 

Example:  Many students had known the results before they were released. (viii) 
 

(a) ITV telecast the film yesterday. 

(b) The youth of the country will have to undertake the responsibility of development.  

(c) A large number of fruit trees were planted on the President’s Birth Day. 

(d) Many were watching TV when thunder struck. 

(e) Nihal’s brother is a rugger player. 

(f) The train will leave at 6.38. 

(g) Oil has been found in North India.   

(h) Illegal emigrants to Australia are being turned back. 

(i) My brother will be leaving for Japan next week. 

(j) Some children are encouraged to read newspapers. 
 

(i) Present continuous (passive)  (ii) Present perfect (passive) (iii) Simple future 

(iv) Simple present (v) Simple present (passive) (vi) Past continuous 

(vii) Simple past tense (passive) (viii) Past perfect (ix) Future perfect tense 

(x) Simple past tense (xi) Future continuous (xii) Past continuous (passive) 
 

(10 × 1 Mark = Total 10 Marks) 
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Question No.4 (10 Marks) 

 

The words underlined in the following paragraph have a word similar in meaning to the word in 

the words given in brackets. Select the most suitable word and write the in your answer booklet 

against the number. 
 

It is great deal easier to (1) motivate (encourage, develop, sacrifice) employees in a growing 

organization than in declining one. When organizations are (2) expanding (promoting, 

employing, developing) and adding personnel, promotional opportunities, pay rises and the (3) 

excitement (surprise, enthusiasm, thrill), of being associated with a (4) dynamic (expanding, 

discovering, active) organization creates feelings of optimism. Management is able to use the 

growth to entice and (5) encourage (motivate, improve, satisfy) employees. When an 

organization is (6) sinking (dying, loosing, ending) the best and most mobile workers are prone 

to leave (7) voluntarily (discretion, ability, forcibly). Unfortunately they are the ones the 

organization can (8) least (simply, generally, lowest) afford to lose- those with the highest skills 

and experience. The minor employees remain because their job (9) options (chances, 

opportunities, promotions) are limited. 

 

Morale also suffers during decline. People fear they may be the next to be made redundant. 

Productivity often (10) suffers, (disease, loses, ends) as employers spend their time sharing 

rumours and providing one another with moral support rather than focusing on their jobs. 
 

(10 × 1 Mark = Total 10 Marks) 

                                                                                                

 

Question No.5 (06 Marks) 

 

Rearrange the following words and phrases in the given columns to make three (3) sensible 

sentences and write them in your answer booklet.  

 

Column 1  Column 2  Column 3 

by  former  a 

north  Institute  interdicted 

and  all  been 

the  has  leakage 

east  books  storekeeper 

districts  CMA  powder 

floods  year  has 

were  revised  stock 

recent  its  milk 

in  the  a 

affected  course  in 

the  last  for 
 

                                                     

          (3 × 2 Marks = Total 06 Marks) 
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Question No.6 (12 Marks) 

 

Select a word from the given list to fill each blank in the passage.  Prepare a numbered list from 1 

to 24 in the answer booklet and use it to state the words you select for each number. 
 

The development of the magazine 
 

In almost every kind of waiting (1) _____ you can imagine, be it a (2) _____ or a car 

showroom, you will find them. No matter how much of a minority sport, interest or (3) _____ 

you may have or take part in, you will almost certainly find one devoted to it. Over the past 

20 years, (4) _____ have become so popular that they are now (5) _____ most newspapers.  

 

The (6) _____ of magazines were nothing like the glossy, colourful affairs they are now. They 

were small printed pages announcing (7) _____ events and providing a little local (8) _____ 

that were popular during the seventeenth century, when the idea was (9) _____ around 

Europe. Magazines became thicker, and were not only informative but also (10) _____. In 

addition, literary magazines began to publish short literary works. Indeed, many classic 

authors of the period first (11) _____ their material in magazines such as The Taller and 

Gentleman's Magazine. However, they remained more of a hobby than a (12) _____, 

generating only enough income to cover (13) _____ costs.   

 

The American Magazine, first published in (14) _____, was the aptly named first magazine to be 

available in America. Launched in Philadelphia, it was (15) _____ for only a few short 

months, and was soon replaced by more popular (although still not profitable) magazines 

including Lady's Book, the first to be aimed exclusively at (16) _____. 

 

In the early (17) _____ century, the nature of magazines changed as (18) _____ magazines and 

children's magazines made their appearance. The illustrations were (19) _____ popular, and 

within a few years every magazine was (20) _____ its pages with them. 

 

The Industrial (21) _____ that hit Europe around this time also had a great impact. With the 

advent of better quality printing processes, paper and colour printing (22) _____ magazines 

became lucrative as local businesses began to pay previously unimaginable prices for (23) _____ 

space This heralded a new era within the industry as magazines now represented a (24) _____ 

source or income for publishers. 
 

magazines forerunners entertaining production room brightening 

business illustrated revolution hobby 1741 significant 

Forthcoming exported dentist's nineteenth outselling women 

information techniques published available advertising immediately 

 

(24 × ½ Marks = Total 12 Marks) 
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Question No .7 (22 Marks) 
 

Read the following passage below and answer the questions that follow in your answer booklet.  

 

M-Commerce & Mobile Telecommunication 

 

With the globalization, it is inevitable that advanced wireless technology is required to embrace 

the expansion of e-commerce application to reach every place at any time.  In order to achieve 

this development there should be successful transactions with customers and suppliers in 

conducting e-business by interacting within an over organizational boundaries. This requirement 

can be provided by the use of mobile application. 

  

It is m-commerce that has the potentiality to promote trading across the globe over geographical 

boundaries.  But at present there is no uniqueness in its application. It is limited by different 

applications and different perspectives in different places. There is also different adoption of 

different mobile application standards followed by unbalanced development of m-commerce 

wasting its potentiality. 

 

M-commerce service providers and investors of 3G and 4G are confused in understanding these 

differences in mobile communication. Hence mobile technology also wishes to do away with 

these geographical limitations and boundaries to promote global uniqueness in m-commerce 

strategy. 

 

Now answer the following questions. 
 

(a) (i) What is the compulsory requirement of globalization?        (03 Marks) 
 

(ii) What is the type of expansion expected from e-commerce expansion?     (03 Marks) 
 

(iii) What are the requirement mobile applications can provide?         (03 Marks) 
 

(iv) What is the role of m-commerce?            (03 Marks) 
 

(v) Why are the limitations in the application of m-commerce?         (03 Marks) 

(5 × 3 Marks = 15 Marks) 

     

(b) Select words from the list given below that can be used to fill the blanks in the given 

passage. 
 

There is an important link between m-commerce and mobile telecommunication and        

(1) _____ since it is necessary for e-commerce (2) _____ to link up each and every place at 

all times.  Then only customers and suppliers can (3) _____ successfully in their (4) _____ 

But because there is no (5) _____ in m-commerce application its success is limited. The (6) 

_____ followed by different mobile providers has led to wasting of their (7) _____.  

 

standards interact potentiality globalization 

applications transactions uniqueness  

(7 × 1 Mark = 07 Marks) 

    (Total 22 Marks) 
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Question No .8 (20 Marks) 

 

Write a composition of 300 words on one of the following topics.  

 

(a) Divineguma Programme. 

  

(b) Natural disasters. 

 

(c) Media freedom. 

(Total 20 Marks) 

End of Question Paper 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


